HFE MUTATIONS AND IRON OVERLOAD IN PATIENTS WITH ALCOHOLIC LIVER DISEASE
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ABSTRACT – Context - Alcoholic liver disease (ALD) is generally associated with iron overload, which may contribute to its pathogenesis, through increased oxidative stress and cellular damage. There are conflicting reports in literature about hemochromatosis (HFE) gene mutations and the severity of liver disease in alcoholic patients. Objectives - To compare the prevalence of mutations in the hemochromatosis (HFE) gene between patients with ALD and healthy controls; to assess the relation of HFE mutations with liver iron stores and liver disease severity. Methods - Liver biopsy specimens were obtained from 63 ALD patients (during routine treatment) and 52 healthy controls (during elective cholecystectomy). All individuals underwent routine liver function tests and HFE genotyping (to detect wild-type sequences and C282Y, H63D, S65C, E168Q, E168X, Q127H, Q283P, V33M and W164X mutations). Associations between HFE mutations and risk of excessive liver iron stores, abnormal serum ferritin, liver fibrosis, or neocirrhotic activity were assessed by multivariate logistic regression analysis. Results - ALD patients had significantly higher serum ferritin and transferrin saturation than controls (both P<0.05), but the distribution of HFE mutations was similar between the two groups. For ALD patients, the odds ratio for having at least one HFE mutation and excessive liver iron stores was 17.23 (95% confidence interval (CI): 2.09-142.34, P = 0.008). However, the presence of at least one HFE mutation was not associated with an increased risk of liver fibrosis or neocirrhotic activity. Active alcohol ingestion showed the strongest association to increased serum ferritin (OR = 8.87, 95% CI: 2.11-34.78, P = 0.003). Conclusions - ALD patients do not present with a differential profile of HFE mutations from healthy controls. In ALD patients, however, the presence of at least one HFE mutation increases the risk of having excessive liver iron stores but has no detectable effects on liver disease activity or severity.


INTRODUCTION

The relation between liver iron stores and alcoholic liver disease (ALD) is well established. In 1964, hemochromatosis was thought to be a peculiar manifestation of alcoholic cirrhosis.(10, 11). Despite hemochromatosis being a different disease, up to 33% of ALD patients(8) and more than half of ALD patients with advanced cirrhosis present with excessive liver iron stores.(7) Even so, iron stores never reach the same intensity in ALD as they do in hereditary hemochromatosis.(20, 32).

Excessive liver iron content has been characterized as an independent risk factor for fibrosis, while in alcoholic cirrhosis the accumulated liver iron concentrations correlate inversely with patient survival.(13). It is known that serum iron and ferritin increase linearly with daily alcohol consumption.(34). Moreover, serum ferritin levels are higher in ALD patients than in non-alcoholic patients with other chronic liver diseases, such as autoimmune disorders or chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. Interestingly, upon alcohol withdrawal, the increased serum ferritin levels have been shown to rapidly decrease.(2, 24).

Alcohol consumption has been implicated as the main cause of increased serum ferritin levels in the general population.(17, 24). The apparent sensitivity of this pathological process was further indicated by a study showing that even moderate alcohol ingestion can affect iron metabolism.(18).

In 1996, a G→A transition at nucleotide 845 in the HLA-H gene was found to be present as a homozygous mutation in 80% of hereditary hemochromatosis patients.(7). According to this disease association, the gene and its encoded protein were renamed as hemochromatosis (HFE) gene and HFE protein. Since then, studies have determined that the C282Y mutation in HFE is very common in Caucasians. Its allelic frequency averages 6.2%, and it is estimated that 0.4% (1/260) of Europeans are homozygous for HFE-C282Y. The mutation itself has become the diagnostic marker of hereditary hemochromatosis.(6, 16).
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Several other \textit{HFE} mutations have been identified and characterized, including those with very high allelic frequency (H63D: 14%) and others with very low allelic frequency (S65C: 0.5%). Interpreting the presence of these mutations, however, requires some caution. Homozygous carriers of H63D have been found to not be at risk for iron overload. The S65C allele appears to exert its influence only when inherited with homozygous C282Y, wherein it worsens the iron overload\cite{11,16}. In contrast, compound heterozygous C282Y/H63D or H63D homozygosity may produce only slight increases in serum ferritin and transferrin saturation levels. However, in patients presenting with overt iron overload of unknown cause, it is necessary to investigate both the presence of \textit{HFE} mutations and other non-genetic causes\cite{4,22}.

Hereditary hemochromatosis is considered a functional paradigm of the synergy between alcohol and iron. Under conditions of excessive alcohol ingestion, the phenotypical expression of iron overload increases\cite{31}. Patients with hemochromatosis who ingest more than 60 g of alcohol daily have been characterized as having a 9-fold increased risk of developing cirrhosis\cite{9}. In addition, some studies have suggested that \textit{HFE} mutations may play a role in ALD severity, but other studies have not confirmed these results. The current study was designed to compare the prevalence of \textit{HFE} mutations between ALD patients and a healthy control population and assess their relations with excessive liver iron stores and liver disease severity (fibrosis grade and necroinflammatory activity).

**METHODS**

**Participants**

The study design conformed to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local Ethics Committees of the University of Coimbra and the Tondela-Viseu Hospital Centre, Portugal.

Patients were recruited from the Liver Diseases Outpatient Consultation Clinic at Tondela-Viseu Hospital Centre. Study enrolment was based on the following inclusion criteria: ALD diagnosis; recent liver biopsy for disease grading and staging, doubts about diagnosis, or the presence of concurrent liver disease. Patients were refused enrolment according to the following exclusion criteria: gastrointestinal bleeding; blood transfusion within the previous 3 months; other relevant liver or systemic diseases; and refusal to provide informed written consent. Of the 69 patients who fulfilled the criteria, 2 were subsequently excluded for lack of sufficient liver tissue and 4 for other liver or systemic diseases that were identified during the follow-up exams.

Healthy controls were recruited from the patient population that was admitted for elective cholecystectomy due to non-complicated gallstones, during which a small liver sample had been obtained during surgery for another study. The inclusion criteria for healthy controls were: alcohol consumption <20 g/day in women and <40 g/day in men; level of serum ferritin above the lower limit of normal (LLN); and levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), g-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT), and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) lower than 3 times the ULN. Patients were excluded according to: anemia; other relevant liver or systemic diseases; of evidence of inflammation, defined as C reactive protein (CRP) >2.5 mg/dL; and refusal to provide informed written consent. Finally, 52 controls were enrolled in the study.

**Histopathologic evaluation**

Liver tissue samples were fixed in 10% formalin buffer, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H-E) and Perls’ Prussian blue. Since a validated histological score for ALD does not yet exist, the non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) scoring method was adapted\cite{19}. Briefly, a semi-quantitative evaluation was performed for the following parameters: steatosis (absent, light, moderate, severe); necroinflammatory activity (absent, light, moderate, severe); fibrosis (absent, periportal or perisinusoidal, periportal and perisinusoidal, bridging fibrosis, cirrhosis); and iron stores grade (with Perls coloration and evaluation with Scheuer’s scale). “Significant liver iron stores” were defined as Perls grade 2 or higher. “Significant fibrosis” was assigned according to the presence of periportal and perisinusoidal, bridging fibrosis, or cirrhosis. Necroinflammatory activity was generally categorized as absent or present, regardless of grade. Any amount of alcohol ingested on a daily basis led to categorization as “active alcoholism”.

**Biochemical and imaging evaluations**

Cases and controls underwent routine laboratory testing for markers of liver disease, inflammation, and kidney function. Specifically, measurements were taken of complete blood count, international normalized ratio (INR), glucose, ALT, AST, GGT, ALP, CRP, ceruloplasmin, a1-antitripsin, serum iron, serum ferritin, and serum transferrin saturation. In addition, serological markers for hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV) infections were assayed.

All study participants had undergone a previous liver ultrasound evaluation and the scan images were collected for assessment.

Blood samples were collected from all study participants and used for \textit{HFE} genotyping with the Haemochromatosis StripAssay A (Vienna Lab, Vienna, Austria) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. This test detects some of the very rare \textit{HFE} mutations (E168Q, E168X, V59M, H63H, P160delC, Q127H, Q283P, V53M, and W164X) as well as mutations in the ferroportin 1 gene and the transferrin receptor type 2 gene.

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical analyses were carried out with the SPSS Statistics Data Editor 20 software (IBM; \url{http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/}). Groups were characterized using descriptive statistics, means, standard deviation, and percentages. Categorical variables were analysed by the Chi-squared ($\chi^2$) test, with Yates continuity correction or Fisher’s exact test as appropriate. Paired parametric numerical
variables were analysed for normal distribution by using the Shapiro–Wilk test; then, the difference between two sample means was assessed for statistical significance by using the Student’s t-test or the non-parametrical Mann–Whitney U test for non-normally distributed variables.

Multivariate logistic regression analysis was carried out to calculate odds ratios (OR) for the presence of at least one HFE mutation using the following covariates: age, sex, body mass index (BMI), active alcoholism, model for end-stage liver disease (MELD), haemoglobin, CRP, serum ferritin, and transferrin saturation. OR and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were determined for the following outcomes: significant liver iron stores vs no significant liver iron stores; necroinflammatory activity vs no necroinflammatory activity; and significant fibrosis vs no significant fibrosis. The same model, without the covariates serum ferritin and transferrin saturation, was used to evaluate abnormal serum ferritin (>322 ng/mL) vs normal serum ferritin.

Correlations between variables were evaluated with Spearman's correlation coefficient. All P-values were two-sided and P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the clinical and laboratory characteristics of ALD patients and healthy controls. The average age was similar between the two groups; however, the ALD patients had a significantly higher proportion of men. The majority of ALD patients had significant fibrosis, as evidenced by histological grading of liver samples. In addition, 41.3% of ALD patients were cirrhotic.

The ALD patients showed significantly higher levels of creatinine, but for both groups the levels were within normal range (considering standard deviations). Serum ferritin levels and transferrin saturation were also significantly higher in ALD patients than in controls. No significant differences were observed between the two groups for hemoglobin values, white blood cell count, or CRP.

Genotyping detected only three HFE mutations (C282Y, H63D and S65C) among all the ALD patients and controls. In addition, neither the ferroportin 1 mutation nor the transferrin receptors type 2 mutation was detected in any of the study samples. None of the ALD patients (or controls) were diagnosed as hereditary hemochromatosis (C282Y/C282Y) upon genotyping. There were no significant differences in genotype frequencies observed between the ALD patients and controls (Table 2). Heterozygous C282Y and compound heterozygous C282Y/H63D were detected only in ALD patients, and the prevalence of wild-type (WT) genotypes was slightly lower in the ALD patients; however, neither of
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these differences reached statistical significance. The most frequently detected non-WT genotype, heterozygous H63D, was identically distributed between the two groups. The S65C mutations were slightly more prevalent in the controls.

Table 3 presents the distribution of ALD patients with at least one HFE mutation in comparison to those with WT genotypes. Correlation analysis indicated that the ALD patients with at least one HFE mutation had significantly higher liver iron stores (Perls grade 2 or higher) than those with WT genotypes. There was also a trend toward higher serum ferritin values in the ALD patients with at least one HFE mutation. All other variables were similar between the two subgroups.

Multivariate logistic regression analysis of the ALD patients having at least one HFE mutation with adjustments for age, sex, BMI, active alcoholism, MELD, haemoglobin, CRP, serum ferritin and transferrin saturation indicated that the OR for significant liver iron stores was 17.23 (95% CI: 2.09-142.34, \( P = 0.008 \)). In contrast, the analysis indicated no significantly increased risk associated with significant fibrosis (OR = 0.60, 95% CI: 0.14-2.67) or necroinflammatory activity (OR = 0.42, 95% CI: 0.07-2.68) (Figure 1).

The strongest determinant factor for having a serum ferritin higher than normal was the presence of active alcoholism (OR = 8.87, 95% CI: 2.11-34.78, \( P = 0.003 \)). The presence of
at least one HFE mutation (when adjusted for age, sex, BMI, active alcoholism, MELD, haemoglobin, and CRP) did not significantly increase the risk of having an increased serum ferritin level (OR = 1.79, 95% CI: 0.47-6.79) (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. Odds ratios for having serum ferritin above normal and active alcoholism or at least one HFE mutation

Correlation analysis indicated that the serum ferritin level in ALD patients was significantly associated with Perls grade ($r_s = 0.542$, $P < 0.0001$), GGT levels ($r_s = 0.374$, $P = 0.003$), and ALT ($r_s = 0.265$, $P = 0.036$), but not with AST, steatosis, or fibrosis grades.

The variables showing the strongest associations with fibrosis grade were the amount of daily alcohol consumption ($r_s = 0.308$, $P = 0.014$) and lifetime total alcohol consumption ($r_s = 0.302$, $P = 0.016$).

**DISCUSSION**

Our study population mirrored the known impact of alcoholism in our country, wherein most ALD patients are young/middle aged (mean: 53 years old) males with high daily alcohol intake, in many cases since childhood. In addition, these patients often present with advanced fibrosis grades. Meanwhile, the control group reflected the common trend of more women having gallstones than men. Unfortunately, these distinguishing features of the two groups may have induced a bias in our comparison of serum iron, ferritin, and transferrin saturation. We attempted to reduce the effects of this bias as much as possible by excluding all controls with hemoglobin and serum ferritin below normal or with biochemical evidence of inflammation. However, it is important to note that the purpose of this study was not to demonstrate that ALD patients have iron overload, as this fact is already sufficiently well established in the literature. Since HFE mutations are not sex-linked, it is unnecessary to match groups of ALD patients and healthy controls for sex when studying the prevalence of these mutations between the two groups.

In the current study, we did not find evidence that HFE mutations are more frequent in ALD patients; therefore, the iron overload that was present in this group must be explained by some other factor. We recently identified inappropriately low liver hepcidin mRNA expression in alcoholic patients as a potential cause of ALD iron overload, and this may be one such factor.

Comparison between the ALD patient subgroups — with and without HFE mutations — provided more interesting results. The subgroups were similar for age, percentage of males, BMI, percentage of active alcoholism, and amounts of alcohol ingested. We found that the presence of at least one HFE mutation increased the risk of higher liver iron stores, but no evidence to suggest that it may have influence on the disease severity; specifically, these carriers were not at an increased risk for significant fibrosis or necroinflammatory activity in their liver tissues. The fact that having at least one HFE mutation did not increase the risk of having ferritin above normal, despite active alcohol intake, is intriguing and future studies should assess the potentially different impact of HFE mutations on systemic and liver iron stores.

Our study’s findings also confirmed that the most relevant factor for ALD progression to cirrhosis is the lifetime amount of alcohol consumed.

As serum ferritin levels showed a strong association with the liver biopsy Perls grade, we believe that this measurement represents a simple, cheap, effective, non-invasive marker for estimating the severity of liver iron stores in ALD patients.

Two previous studies have demonstrated correlation between HFE mutations and iron overload/ALD progression. In a Spanish population with advanced ALD, H63D mutations were more frequent than in the general population (OR = 1.66, 95% CI: 1.10-2.52, $P = 0.01$) and no association was found with C282Y in particular. Another study from Portugal found a correlation with the H63D mutation and liver disease in alcoholics who consumed >80 g/day (OR = 1.57, 95% CI: 1.02-2.40, $P = 0.02$). However, all other related studies have found no evidence of correlation for the HFE mutations and the risk of developing ALD. For example, one British study from Newcastle, involving 257 ALD patients and 117 controls, did not show any association between HFE mutations and iron liver stores or advanced fibrosis. Another, from Sheffield, also failed to demonstrate any difference between the frequencies of HFE mutations between two alcoholic groups, one with established cirrhosis and another without liver disease.

In general, studies from Caucasian populations, mainly in Europe, have shown that HFE mutations are not associated with alcohol-related liver disorders. A study from Spain found no differences in the distribution of C282Y or H63D mutations between alcoholic cirrhosis patients, HCV cirrhosis patients, and healthy controls. However, C282Y heterozygosity was much more frequent (20.9%) in a subgroup of the alcoholic cirrhosis patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (vs those without tumour). Similarly, a study from Switzerland found no association with C282Y heterozygosity and alcoholic cirrhosis. Yet another study from New Zealand, using patients in an inpatient alcohol addiction clinic, found no differences the frequencies of HFE mutations compared to the general population and no as-
sociation of these mutations with liver function or liver iron stores. Similar reports came from Australia\(^{26}\) and Poland\(^{28}\).

Our data agrees with the majority of previously published studies showing no differences in the distributions of HFE mutations among ALD patients and healthy controls. Likewise, the evidence that these mutations are not associated with an increased risk of severe fibrosis or impaired liver function are concordant. The novelty of our work, however, lies in our demonstration that the presence of at least one HFE mutation in ALD patients is significantly associated with higher liver iron stores. This is an interesting finding, as tissue iron overload is thought to be relevant to fibrosis and inflammation but neither of these features were strongly associated in our ALD patient group.

The collective findings from our study indicate that HFE mutations may play a minor role in the ALD feature of increased liver iron stores while not conferring increased risk for fibrosis grade or disease activity.
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